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Just outside Thief River Falls, Minnesota, October 18, 1863

Captain Williams furrowed his brow as he heard the 
shouts from inside the small shack.  His men had 
been relentless in firing upon the structure, and they 

would take nothing less than a white flag of surrender 
from the two outlaws.  He had heard the stories of the 
things these two had done, but he still had his orders 
and would not back down, disgracing himself and the 
uniform he wore.  But as the shouts continued he began 
to watch the area just in front of the shack.  He saw the 
snow seeming to retreat without cause or reason.  He 
saw bullets fired from the two outlaws seem to drop in 
mid air.
 Finally, he heard a blood curdling scream.  So 
did his men.
 The shooting stopped as his men looked to 
him for guidance.  Williams did not hesitate.  “New 
target, gentlemen.  Open fire!”  The apparition had fully 
manifested in front of the soldiers, glaring at them in pain 
and anger, that they would dare to change targets to him.  
It screamed in anger, trying to make even the hardiest of 
men quake in his boots.
 Inside the shack, Pania grinned deliciously as 
both elves realized Williams now saw the apparition fully.  
The elven bard grabbed at the bookcases and barrels that 
made the small barricade at the door and began tossing 
them to the side.  She loaded her Smith and Wesson's 
with silver bullets and handed the remaining bullets to 
her partner.  Shani kicked open the door, waiting just 
a moment to see if the soldiers would start firing again 
upon their position.  When it was safe, both elves exited 
the shack, firing directly upon the apparition with only 
one goal.
 Take it down.
 The bullets from the soldiers weapons only 
angered the creature, as they were more of an annoyance 
than anything damaging to it.  But it reeled in pain as 
a silver bullet struck it, howling in agony as the elves 
kept firing on it.  The creature turned and looked straight 
into the eyes of the elven bard.  Howling in madness, the 
creature crew a blade that was as black as pitch and thrust 
forward.  Pania moved but not fast enough, as the blade's 
tip buried itself into her shoulder.  She cried out in pain 
as she felt the life begin to drain from her, the magic of 
the weapon revealing itself to her.  In one defiant move, 
she raised the Smith and Wesson she gripped, pointing 
the business end directly into the hood of the creature 
and cried out in defiance.
 “Burn in 'ell, ye bastard!”  She pulled the trigger 
as though to put an exclamation mark on her shout.  
The bullet disappeared into the blackness of the hood 
and the creature's head snapped back, his grip still on 
the blade.  As he fell back, the pain felt from the silver 
bullet coursing through him, the weapon was freed from 
Pania's shoulder.  Shani was quick to respond, moving 

to the bard's side and hauling her up.  She dragged Pania 
back into the shack as the creature writhed in agony on 
the ground.  The soldiers continued firing as it tried to 
escape.
 The creature knew that death was close at hand.  
In a desperate move, it looked toward the small shack 
and let out a hiss in anger.  It ignored the bullets as it 
pushed itself forward.  It only had one thing in mind.  
The destruction of both elves.

Pania clung to Shani as they searched the root cellar 
for some kind of shelter.  They didn't need to search 
for long.  The little light they had showed them the 

tunnel entrance.  Shani desperately looked around the 
small room, looking for some way to stall the creature 
that chased them, so they could reach safety and work on 
Pania's wounds.  In the dark light Shani saw it.
 She gently placed Pania down on the ground as 
the elven bard began checking her pistols with her good 
hand as the lithe elven gunslinger began moving barrels 
toward the small ladder that lead down into the cellar.  
By the smell alone, Shani could tell they were filled with 
gun powder.  How old it was, she didn't know, but now 
was not the time to throw out plans.  She built a small 
barricade and poured a small trail of powder away from 
the barrels toward the small tunnel.  Once she was done, 
she helped Pania back to her feet and began moving 
down the tunnel.  Once they were a good distance back, 
Shani drew her pistol and took aim on the end of the trail 
of powder.
 Pania raised her weakened arm just slightly as 
Shani took aim.  The elven bard muttered a few words, 
timing her spell with the elven gunslinger's motions.  
As Shani pulled the trigger, the bullet exploded with 
an added bonus.  A small cantrip, magical fire that sped 
along with the bullet.  As the fiery projectile hit the 
ground, sparks and flame set the powder burning.  There 
was no argument if the powder was old or not.  It was 
now burning.  Shani holstered her Colt and helped Pania 
as the pair moved down the length of the tunnel.
 As the powder burned along the trail, the creature 
was madly trying to force it's way into the cellar.  Like 
a rabid dog, it was pulling at planks and floor boards, 
desperately trying to get in.  As the door to the cellar 
was finally opened with violent purpose, the creature 
stopped.  It saw the barrels lined up against the ladder, 
packed together it a ramshackle fashion.  And then it saw 
the small glowing ball that lead closer and closer to the 
barrels.
 By then it was too late.
 Outside, Williams sensed something was wrong.  
He could smell the familiar scent of gunpowder, burning 
as though it were about to explode.  One look to Johnson, 
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and he gave the order.  “Find cover, men!  Now!”  His 
men reacted quickly, finding a place to hunker down 
just in time.  As the last man found cover, the building 
exploded, fire spewed forth, and an ungodly howl erupted 
from the small shack.  The creature clawed its way out, 
screaming in pain as it did so.  Williams and his men 
could only watch as the creature ran past them, it's robes 
burning as it spewed blackish blood onto the ground.  
They were transfixed as it sped off into the forest.  No 
one said a word until it had completely disappeared, it's 
screams of pain finally ending.
 “Is it dead, Sir?” Johnson asked as he came out 
of his hiding spot.

 “No idea, Private,” Williams replied quietly.  He 
looked to the shack and watched as the fire fed hungrily 
on the old wood.  “Let the fire die down, men.  Then 
we'll search the ruins.”
 “You think they...” Johnson began to ask.  He did 
not receive a reply.  Each men knew in their minds that 
no one could have survived such an explosion.  Even 
Johnson realized this.  In a way, even though they had 
chased these two outlaws for more than a year, they had 
some respect for them.  They knew in their hearts that 
everything written on the wanted posters was a bold 
faced lie.
 But now, it didn't matter.


